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Recent Case

• 73 yo male, PMHx: UC, myelofibrosis, CAD, HTN

• Sep 5 - Admitted to hospital with severe colitis

• Oct 6 - subtotal colectomy, ileostomy for refractory colitis, 
complicated by tachycardia, hypotension & respiratory distress, 
requiring intubation (Oct 9)

• Oct 9-23 - vented, resolved shock and hypoxemia, AKI on HD

• Oct 24 (8 AM) - SBT (PS 5/PEEP 5 x 35 min) – RR 18, TV 
520ml (RSBI 34), cuff leak +’ve, “good cough present”, obeys 
commands

• Oct 24 (11 AM) - extubated to Maxtec - weak, could not clear 
secretions, tachypnea, re-intubated after 2 hours

• Oct 25 - percutaneous tracheostomy

• Oct 31 - bid trach hood trials



Determining when to extubate 

is not simple. 

• “There is no simple explanation for 
anything important any of us do. And 
yeah the human tragedy consists in the 
necessity of living with the 
consequences, under pressure, under 
pressure.”



Extubation Decision Making?

• “Will the patient be able to sustain spontaneous 

ventilation following tube removal, and protect his 

or her airway after extubation?”

• Tobin M, Am J Resp Crit Care Med 2012

• “Clinicians should be more vigilant in identifying 

who is at high risk for extubation failure ... one 

can recommend delaying extubation if the risk 

factor can be substantially corrected in 1–3 days.”

• Epstein S, Crit Care 2004. 



Extubation failure harms patients

• Extubation failure: incidence 15%

• Yang KL, Tobin MJ, NEJM 1991; Esteban A et al, AJRCCM 1999; Epstein S, 

Chest 2001; Frutos-Vivar F et al, J Crit Care 2011

• Extubation failure associated with increased 

mortality, duration of ventilation, length of 

stay, rehab, independent of illness severity

• Thile AW et al, Crit Care Med 2011; Epstein SK et al, Chest, 1997; Dupont H 

et al, Intensive Care Med 2001; Rothaar RC et al, Curr Opin Crit Care 2003; 

Frutos-Vivar F et al, J Crit Care 2011. 

• Extubation failure costs additional $34,000/pt

• Seymour CW et al, Crit Care 2004.

“Courage, it couldn’t come 
at a worse time.”



Prolonged ventilation harms patients

• Ventilation causes muscle atrophy, weakness, VAP, ...

• Prolonged ventilation after cardiac surgery increases 

mortality 6x and costs 8x. 

• Rajakaruna C et al, J Thorac Cardiovasc Surg 2005

• Delayed extubation after brain injury associated with 

increased mortality, LOS and VAP

• Coplin WM et al, AJRCCM 2000

• Prolonged ventilation (>21d) spent longer in hosp post 

ICU (17 vs 7 days) & increased mortality (40% vs 34%)

• Lone NI, Walsh TS, Crit Care 2011



Paradoxical Decision

• Too early risks extubation failure

• Too late risks prolonged ventilation

“We live to survive 

our paradoxes.”



What we do currently 

• Optimize conditions for success

• Treat infxn, diuresis, afterload reduction, reduce sedation

• Recognize we can’t predict with certainty

• Extubate and hope for the best

“No one is interested in something 

you didn’t do ... let’s just see what 

the morning brings.”



• Better prediction of extubation outcomes

• Better standardization of assessment



What is variability?

• Variability = degree & character of variation 

over intervals-in-time (≠ point-in-time)

• Multiple techniques to measure variability

• Health – high degree and complexity of 

variation; correlates with VO2max

• Illness – reduced degree and complexity of 

variation; correlates with illness severity



• First multicenter study (4 units). N=51 (32 “extubation success”, 14 “failure”)

• “Breathing variability is greater in patients successfully separated from ET 
tube”.

Example of reduced 

variability predicting 

poor outcome

Good 

variability
Reduced 

variability

E.g. reduced respiratory variability

Successful extubation Failed extubation



Reduced RRV = reduced adaptability

Diminished variability = diminished adaptability = 

decreased capacity to tolerate increased workload.

Controls

Restrictive Lung Disease
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Variability and Extubation
N=52

N=78

N=51

N=24

N=42

N=32



Weaning and Variability Evaluation (Wave)

• Hypothesis: Decreased HRV and/or RRV during SBT is 

associated with and predicts extubation failure.

• Design: Multicenter, waived consent, observational study, 

record HRV & RRV during last SBT prior to extubation.

• Aims: (1) Determine if altered HRV and/or RRV are associated 

with extubation failure; (2) develop a predictive model to predict 

extubation outcomes; (3) determine if variability offers added 

value to traditional predictors of extubation outcomes.



ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01237886. Registered 13 October 2010.

• Multicenter, observational study (721 patients in 12 sites, 434 with high quality data)

• Observed a 12% extubation failure rate (re-intubation within 48 hours)

• Statistical analysis: 1 HRV, 9 RRV metrics associated with EF (p-values 0.00004 - 0.001)

• Predictive modelling: WAVE score (ave of 5 univariate RRV logistic regression models) 

was best predictor of EF, superior to RSBI, RR, or clinical judgement

Weaning and Variability Evaluation (WAVE) study

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01237886?term=seely&rank=13


WAVE score

• WAVE score correlates 

with probability of 

extubation failure

• Goal: Identify low risk 

and high risk patients

• Provide clinical decision 

support, not decision-

making

25% risk of 

Extubation 

failure

4% risk of 

Extubation 

failure

WAVE Score Quartiles



WAVE score: Complementary Value

PPV 36%
ROC AUC 0.87

PPV 42%
ROC AUC 0.82

RSBI

Clinical 

impression



Summary of WAVE study

• Association: Altered HRV and RRV during last SBT is 
statistically associated with extubation failure.

• p-values range from 0.00004 to 0.004

• Prediction: Overall predictive capacity moderate; RRV 
alone during SBT superior to other measures

• Complementary: WAVE score (based on RRV) performed 
best in combination with standard measures and clinical 
judgement. 

• Limitations: observational, unclear what impact this would 
have on extubation clinical decision making



Lack of Standardized Practice

• No universal guidelines for SBT

• Despite widespread adoption, variable vent settings, 

duration, sedation, timing of reporting measures

• Analysis of 931 SBTs, 680 pts, 8 NA centers

• Inter-institutional variation in SBT performance (vent 

settings, sedation, oxygenation) and SBT reporting 

(checklists, MD communication)



“You can't be fond of livin' in the past, 

'cause if you are then there's no way 

that you're gonna last”



Introducing Extubation AdvisorTM

Optimal prediction extubation outcomes

• Respiratory rate variability AND best current practice

Standardized multidisciplinary assessment

• Summary (one-page) “synoptic” report 

Assist & improve extubation decision making



Extubation Advisor (EA): next steps

Partnership with ExcelMedical (BedmasterEX)

Single-center observational evaluation of EA

• Rigorous independent evaluation of clinician 

usability, acceptability, integration with workflows, 

and predictive capacity

• Future multi-center RCT

• Independent analysis; outcomes extubation failure 

rates, ventilator free days, LOS, design tbd



Summary

Using Respiratory Rate Variability To 

Improve Extubation Success?

• Respiratory Rate Variability offers 

potential to improve identification of low 

vs. high risk of extubation failure

• Need to standardize assessment of SBTs

• Will introduce Extubation Advisor

• Future RCT



Using Respiratory Rate Variability 
To Improve Extubation Success?
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“You are ahead by a century.
With illusions of someday casting a golden light

No dress rehearsal, this is our life.”




